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INTRODUCTION
Service providers have historically built their telecommunications offerings based on massive infrastructure 
to support a large number of customers of varying sizes with high quality and reliability. The traditional 
deployment method is the “big iron” approach, which is loading racks of often dedicated hardware and 
software within the provider’s own data centers and core network. More recently, the “big iron” has 
been supplanted with private-cloud technologies and virtualized software. Leveraging geographic 
redundancy, these monolithic solutions can deliver reliability and scalability. However, there are often 
substantial tradeoffs. Deploying monolithic, core-centric services architecture requires a significant 
upfront capital investment (CAPEX) and creates a centralized “high-value” target for nefarious 
attackers. In addition, large-scale deployments require considerable time to roll out, resulting in an 
extended or delayed time to market.  

This executive brief explores how converging technologies have created an alternative to the “big iron” 
approach, commonly referred to as the intelligent edge, as well as the opportunities and advantages 
that service providers may acquire by incorporating intelligent edge solutions into their service design 
strategies. This brief additionally highlights examples of services wherein both customers and the 
provider benefit from the intelligent edge.
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MAKING THE CASE FOR THE INTELLIGENT EDGE
Deploying only monolithic, core-centric services is increasingly unsustainable as service providers are 
under increasing pressure to deliver scalable and innovative communications services with the speed 
and agility of fast-moving, cloud-based competitors. Such investments create a “pay before you grow” 
dilemma for service providers, where considerable upfront investment must be incurred before a single 
customer can use or, more importantly, be invoiced for a service. In some cases, service providers are 
forced to make a return on investment choice, weighing the investment costs of growing their service 
offerings against the opportunity costs of customers migrating to competing services.  

Additionally, a core-centric approach to service enablement can pose an increasing security threat 
for service providers. Each additional high-bandwidth link that customers add to their wide area 
network (WAN) creates a new opportunity for attack. As a result, compromised customer networks 
may potentially launch large-scale attacks at the service provider core network. If unsuccessful in 
compromising a provider’s systems, the traffic resulting from such an attack may still degrade the core 
network performance.

It’s clear that an alternative to centralized monolithic solutions is necessary for service providers to 
effectively address these new and emerging challenges. Frost & Sullivan contends that combining 
network function virtualization (NFV) and edge computing into universal customer premises equipment 
(uCPE) creates an “intelligent edge” that offers a compelling option that enables service providers to 
address these challenges while gaining a high level of agility and new deployment capabilities. 

INTELLIGENT EDGE DELIVERS NEW BENEFITS TO 
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Frost & Sullivan defines the intelligent edge as a combination of edge computing technologies that 
can be deployed at what is often considered the demarcation point between the service provider and 
customer networks, empowering the service provider to more effectively deliver services and unique 
capabilities to customers. At its foundation, the intelligent edge leverages customer premises equipment 
(CPE) or edge devices that include general computing capabilities, commonly referred to as universal CPE 
(uCPE). uCPE typically incorporates a common set of network interfaces required by service providers 
and customers, as well as the ability to run a number of virtual network functions (VNFs). 
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VNFs are virtualized software instances of the tools and services most frequently deployed by service 
providers for their own use or as part of a managed offering. Typical VNFs include routers, session 
border controllers (SBCs), firewalls, software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) components, and 
small private branch exchanges (PBXs) to allow for local extension calling or emergency 911 calling in 
the event of a network outage. 
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By moving VNF workloads from the provider’s core network to the demarcation point or network edges, 
service providers obtain a number of compelling benefits, including:

• Phased Scale and Rollouts: By utilizing intelligent edge solutions, service providers can phase-in 
uCPE to their customers on an as-needed basis or as part of a standard CPE refresh cycle. Rather 
than the “pay before you grow” requirement of core infrastructure investments, intelligent edge 
deployments offer a “pay as they grow” approach, allowing service providers to purchase and 
deploy uCPE devices to customers as needed. In addition, providers can right-size uCPE to match 
the customer’s size or number of VNFs required at a particular location. Larger customers, running 
a significant number of intelligent edge services, receive uCPE devices with more processing 
power, while more cost-effective devices can be deployed for smaller businesses or locations. 

• Agile Managed Services Deployment: The key tenet of the intelligent edge is to easily deploy and 
manage a virtualized network and communications services. When leveraging uCPE and a set 
of approved VNFs, a service provider can quickly implement and configure any combination of 
these services tailored to meet exact customer requirements. Without the “truck rolls” previously 
associated with hardware-based CPE and network edge services, an intelligent edge empowers 
service providers with unprecedented agility and flexibility to deploy services for the customer 
from the service provider network operations center (NOC). In addition, the service provider can 
sell and deploy these services to customers almost immediately after adding new VNFs to its 
suite of edge services. 

• Extending Service Provider Capabilities: The most common use cases for intelligent edge 
solutions have largely centered on deploying and maintaining network services as part of 
managed services. However, while gaining a return on investment is a key consideration 
when evaluating an intelligent edge solution, it is also important to consider the impact an 
intelligent edge has on the service provider’s ability to support customers. The compute and 
virtualization capabilities at the network edge can be a new resource at the provider’s disposal. 
With an intelligent edge in place, a provider can push VNFs to provide advanced optimization, 
troubleshooting, analytics and security tools to the far reaches of its network. Leveraging edge 
computing resources enables a service provider to ensure service agreement compliance with 
virtual network taps or to avert distributed denial of service attacks from compromised customer 
networks. For communications service providers, the intelligent edge is an ideal position from 
which to manage customer network environments, incorporate rate-limiting capabilities for 
overly aggressive auto dialers, identify toll fraud, and combat robocalls by incorporating STIR/
SHAKEN techniques near trusted customer locations.
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THE INTELLIGENT EDGE IN ACTION
Forward-thinking service providers are already benefiting from intelligent edge solutions by deploying 
a mix of tailored managed services to customers as well as their own applications to address specific 
issues or network challenges. For example, providers today are deploying session border controllers as 
VNF on the intelligent edge of customer locations to prevent intrusions as close to the source as possible, 
rather than feeding that traffic to the core network. In another example, service providers are deploying 
uCPE devices at customer sites to keep poorly configured customer platforms from inadvertently 
overwhelming telecommunications WAN links by managing the number of concurrent calls the customer 
can initiate during certain times of the day.

By leveraging the intelligent edge, service providers can also take on new challenges that require 
immediate attention. Among the new challenges is combatting toll fraud. As toll fraud attempts have 
become more sophisticated, so has the necessary response to identify them. Far beyond traditional 
“blacklisting” of numbers, today’s toll fraud detection techniques include complex algorithms, machine 
learning and artificial intelligence to distinguish between legitimate and fraudulent calling and traffic 
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patterns, which require additional processing power. By leveraging the processing capabilities available 
in uCPE, the intelligent edge offers a more efficient approach for active traffic monitoring than a core-
centric solution could provide. With an intelligent edge, toll fraud can be recognized and stopped at the 
source, preventing unnecessary traffic on both the customer and service provider networks. 

Other highly popular use cases for intelligent edge implementations embed SD-WAN intelligence within 
uCPE at the customer premises, which allows the use of low-cost, consumer-grade broadband, wireless, 
and alternative transport mechanisms that facilitate higher reliability and expand the service provider’s 
reach beyond their normal network footprint. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS
It’s clear that the intelligent edge is the practical application of the latest edge computing technologies 
available today. For service providers, incorporating intelligent edge solutions into the overall network 
and communications infrastructure offers two foundational benefits: 1) a compelling option to offset large 
investments in core infrastructure and 2) an agile deployment platform for managed and customer edge 
services. In addition, developing an intelligent edge can reboot the design thinking of a provider’s solution 
architects to create new services as well as new capabilities for existing services. The intelligent edge will 
not completely replace the core network infrastructure, yet it does open new opportunities and agility for 
providers in the highly competitive and fast-moving communications services marketplace.
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